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E-commerce is a commodity transaction based on electronic computer,
mechanics of communication and Internet that complete information exchange and
transmission. Further realize the circulation of goods and trading, combination
commodity management and trading behavior that complete all kinds of ways of trade
in goods, such as individuals to individuals, individuals to business and business to
business. The emergence of e-commerce not only deeply change society of the old
way to trade but also alter people’s life, work and consuming style, adjust social
economic order and provide wider trade platform for small and medium-sized
enterprises and businesses. As a new management pattern, based on the mature and
modern logistics system, countryside electronic commerce makes rural business
activities stride across the time and geography obstacles, proceed in a more wider area
that product of rural can be clearly understood by everyone.
This thesis uses the ASP.NET technology and set up Xiayang Town procurement
and sales of e-commerce system of agricultural products. A country is considered as a
unit to release information online about regional characteristics of agricultural
products, when get the order information and make purchase and send out goods in
rural areas that make agricultural products to a wider display platform. In the
meantime, farmers can understand the demand of market, grasp the market in a real
time. The system consists of the following four major functions, primary product
purchasing, user information management, agricultural marketing and village
information display. Complete the development of the system through the use of
ASP.NET technology, meanwhile use Oracle to achieve the data storage and
management to ensure the safety of user data. Finally, every module in the system has
been tested and the result shows that this system meets all the demand of anticipated
design goal.
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